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arthur c. clarke - wikipedia - the sir arthur c. clarke memorial trophy inter school astronomy quiz
competition, held in sri lanka every year and organised by the astronomical association of ananda college,
colombo. the competition first started in 2001 as "the sir arthur c. clarke trophy inter school astronomy quiz
competition" and was later renamed after his death. the sentinel the next time you see the full moon
high in ... - arthur c. clarke 1951 avon periodicals inc. the next time you see the full moon high in the south,
look carefully at its right-hand edge and let your eye travel upward along the curve of the disk. round about
two o’clock you will notice a small, dark oval: anyone with normal eyesight can find it quite easily. it is the
great walled plain, the star ©arthur c. clarke the nine billion names of god ... - greater wreckage of the
star itself. but we made the automatic search, as we always do when approaching an unknown sun, and
presently we found a single small world circling the star at an immense distance. it must have been the pluto
of this vanished solar system, orbiting on the frontiers of the night. too far from the central sun ever to have
arthur c. clarke 1954 popular publications inc. - arthur c. clarke 1954 popular publications inc. you come
upon the "white hart" quite unexpectedly in one of these anonymous little lanes leading down from fleet street
to the embankment. it's no use telling you where it is: very few people who have set out in a determined effort
to get there have ever actually arrived. rendezvous with rama arthur c clarke - simplyscripts - perera
please myrna, take the alarms seriously and don’t hesitate to act on them. myrna ok. int. endeavour, bridge later having landed at the mars solar survey base the crew switch arthur c clarke - tales from the white
hart - avalon library - arthur c clarke - tales from the "white hart" contents preface silence please big game
hunt patent pending armaments race critical mass the ultimate melody the pacifist the next tenants moving
spirit the man who ploughed the sea the reluctant orchid cold war what goes up sleeping beauty the
defenestration of ermintrude inch preface clarke, arthur c - rendezvous with rama - lost-contact.mit ... rendezvous with rama by arthur c clarke 1 spaceguard 2 intruder 3 rama and sita 4 rendezvous 5 first eva 6
committee 7 two wives 8 through the hub 9 reconnaissance 10 descent into darkness 11 men, women and
monkeys . 12 the stairway of the gods 13 the plain of rama 14 storm warning 15 the edge of the sea ...
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